ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
We study the growing of operational substation from the Power Grid. The old equipment no more corresponds to the required of the parameters from the Power Grid: safety, economics and quality. Therefore we promote the rehabilitate of the substation. New methods for the operational substation must apply to the rehabilitated substation and new equipments. In this paper we will present our proposal for the operational high voltage substation mode from the Power Grid. The new equipments implement in substation, are the several type. This equipment was study in several way of use. New equipments behaviours assembled in the substation will present in this paper like a conclusion of our study. We are making a compare between different types of equipments which was assembled in the substation. The assumptions about how to use the equipments in specific operational condition of each substation and the Power Grid we present. We are study the new equipments behaviours in different type of the architectural substation and operational way in each mode. We are accomplished the analysis about the new equipments behaviour by using the operational reliability methods. The results about this analysis we present in this paper.
OPTIMUM OPERATIONAL METHOD FOR THE EQUIPMENT
Many factors become use in the transport of the electric energy to fulfil the duty to maintain the safety condition of the Power Grid, the quality of the electric energy and the economic factors. Those factors have influence over the electric energy transport process. Among from those factors we take in consideration: mode to use the equipments, operational scheme, supervisory and analysis of the behaviours new equipments, implementation methods, remote command of the substations, the substations supervisory and control. This study is making over the equipments from the high voltage substations, 220kV and 400kV. Optimum operational methods for the equipments can be archives by different ways like: probabilistic models base on factory tests, test in design process for new equipment, factory test before the delivery, behaviour in operational time -operational reliability -the supervisory make over different time periods like equipment guaranty period, few years limit period of equipment in use, equipment life time period and other statistic chosen period. The authors are chose the method base on the probabilistic model. This chosen method use data from substation. Data was obtained as a result of the supervisory and operational substation with new equipments. The number of failure of equipments for every kind of equipment, which was study by the authors, are present in the Table 1 (the number is writing down with symbol "F" and it is in percents). 
This study was making over the whole life time of some equipments and conclusion about there evolution. The equipments were supervisory in different phases of operational service become from the design until the ending of there life time period. In time to operational service of the equipments several failures are set. The causes of those failures can be: -Design error -wrong calculus, wrong data expose on plans or pick up from substation and include in calculus -Data error: missing data, insufficient data or wrong data about the equipments (location, technical issue, fitting, operational and maintenance, quality, maintenance paper, other maintenance or operational service paper from Quality Plan, environmental plan, geological plan and other data) -Setting error -date error about place, equipment parameters, error communication, error demand -fitting error -operational error (overload, wrong manoeuvre, external cause, natural phenomenon, human error, planning error) The difference between the owner demand and the necessities and equipment acquisitioned appear in demand and marketing step. This error has the following causes: -demand contains parameters which can't be come true -demand different by the substation needed -demand incomplete -missing that type of equipment on the market -economic situation The probability of appearance the failures must be known by the decisional personal for improve methods to the operational substation. Failure can be appear and need to estimate are: -the break of the equipment -not archive the operation -lose the load -late and non selective eliminate the failure -breaker failure action -long time for maintenance -lost the auxiliary transformers or bus bare -AR or break the OHTL -wrong action of the equipment In table 2 are present the deviation from ideal case ("d" symbol) and degrease the reliability in the operational time of the equipment ("F" symbol and "M" symbol): The conclusions of the study about the reliability over all life time of the equipment are: -the reliability in operational period is deviation from the ideal approximately at the half value (from 1, which means ideal, to 0.53). At the ending the life time the equipment was still functional. The equipment had a good behaviour all over its life time. The equipment that was chosen had a average evolution of all study equipment.
OPTIMUM OPERATIONAL METHOD FOR THE HIGH VOLTAGE SYSTEMS
The equipments used to calculus the operational reliability take a part from a system with different architecture type. We study the how can be use the equipments in several type of architecture of the system. The study present which architectures types of systems are the most profitably. The data from the operational reliability calculus of the equipments, which was present above, was use to calculus the reliability of the system. In calculus for operational reliability of the systems we use only the best result of the equipments reliability. We archive an analysis about the solution offer by each system, with different architecture, from Power Grid. We take in consideration the behaviour of the system to each kind of failure. For calculate the reliability and elasticity of the architecture for system, we take in consideration the following factors: -the safety of the scheme -the architecture type of scheme -the equipment's manoeuvre action -the equipment's type and function -the equipment's reliability -the operational scheme -the spare capacity of the scheme -the operational mode of the equipment and the scheme (use, supervisor, manoeuvre, monitoring) The results of the behaviour of different systems over 5 years of operation are present in the Table 3 . The conclusions of the analysis of the system's types are: -Can't function for long time with the equipment on the bypass bus bare -The grate reliability of a system has in the following order -1.5 circuit breaker type -double bus bare type -hexagonal type -The most convenient system for function are "double bus bare with by-pass bus bare -installation -double bus bare with by-pass bus bare" and "1.5 circuit breaker -installation -double bus bare with by-pass bus bare" -The most reliability system is 1.5 circuit breaker type.
